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Aligned carbon nanotubes have great potential for advanced nanotube transistors and integrated circuits. In
this article, we studied the carbon nanotube alignment mechanism using a chemical vapor deposition growth
on a-plane sapphire substrates. We synthesized carbon nanotubes of different diameters by controlling the
catalyst size and observed that nanotubes of smaller diameters had a higher degree of alignment. In addition,
a surprising observation was that misaligned nanotubes had a preferred orientation. Furthermore, we developed
a numerical simulation method to calculate interaction energy between a-plane sapphire surface and carbon
nanotubes of different diameters. The calculated results were in good agreement with our experimental
observations, which confirmed the observed diameter-dependent alignment and the preferred orientation for
misaligned nanotubes.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) are attractive
electronic materials with great potential applications such as
diodes, transistors, and chemical/bio sensors.1-9 Early ap-
proaches toward fabrication of SWNT devices involved either
dispersing nanotubes onto premade metal electrodes or locating
predispersed nanotubes and then patterning electrodes.5,6 Al-
ternatively, patterned chemical vapor deposition (CVD) was
developed to grow SWNTs out of patterned catalyst islands,
and then metal electrodes were fabricated using lithography
techniques.7 These techniques have enabled great success in
studying high performance discrete SWNT transistors; however,
the time-consuming fabrication steps hinder the SWNT device
integration. The acquisition of ordered nanotube arrays with high
and uniform density over large areas is crucial to assist a leap
from discrete nanotube devices to scalable SWNT integrated
systems. Early efforts toward this goal include growing aligned
nanotubes with the assistance of an electric field10,11 or gas
flow.12 Recently, it was discovered that aligned nanotube arrays
with high and relatively uniform density can be achieved on
insulating crystalline substrates via CVD techniques. The
alignment is caused by either anisotropic van der Waals
interaction between the nanotubes and substrate surface13-16 or
guidance of surface step edges.16-18 Moreover, nanotube-on-
insulator (NOI) devices based on aligned nanotube arrays were
studied.8,9 These advances in aligned nanotubes synthesis and
their promising potential in integrated NOI systems need in-
depth studies on the alignment mechanism which will be crucial
for further improvement of the quality of aligned nanotube
arrays.

Even though aligned nanotube growth has been successfully
observed on a-plane sapphire,13,15,16 there are many unresolved
scientific issues. For instance, does the nanotube diameter affect

the degree of alignment if the substrate crystal lattice guides
the nanotube alignment? In addition, even though various
schematic diagrams of nanotubes on sapphire have been used
to explain the aligned growth, no theoretical modeling and
simulation effort has been reported to quantitatively explain the
aligned growth mechanism. In this paper, we conducted in-depth
experiments on diameter-dependent aligned growth of carbon
nanotubes on a-plane sapphire, and further developed a numer-
ical simulation method to calculate the nanotube-substrate
interaction. We used a-plane sapphire without intentional miscut
(less than 0.5°), which was observed to yield aligned nanotubes
along the (11j00) direction of sapphire crystal without the
interference of step edges.13,16 We used small-sized and medium-
sized catalyst particles to grow aligned carbon nanotubes with
different diameter distributions. We observed that nanotubes
with a diameter of ∼1.5 nm (synthesized using small sized
catalyst) exhibited better degree of alignment than nanotubes
with a diameter of ∼2.0 nm (synthesized using medium sized
catalyst). Furthermore, for nanotubes prepared using medium-
sized catalyst, the average diameter of aligned nanotubes was
much smaller than the average diameter of misaligned nano-
tubes. In addition, we observed that misaligned nanotubes had
other preferred orientations at around 60° to the (11j00) direction
of the substrate. In order to understand these features of the
alignment, we calculated van der Waals interaction energy of
carbon nanotubes residing atop of the a-plane sapphire surface
at different orientations and for different nanotube diameters.
The numerical calculation consistently agreed with our experi-
mental observation and can be expanded to study the alignment
of nanotubes on other crystalline substrates.

To study the diameter dependence of the alignment, carbon
nanotube diameters need to be controlled. Such control was
performed by synthesizing discrete catalytic iron oxide nano-
particles of certain sizes via the method of storing iron in
protein.19 First, 0.004 µmol of equine apoferritin (Sigma Aldrich)
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was diluted in 10 mL of 0.05 M 2-(N-morpholino)-ethane-
sulfonic acid buffer solution. The solution was placed in a 50
°C water bath with constant stirring. Then 7 µL of 0.025 M
Fe(NH4)2(SO4)2 solution was added to the apoferritin solution
followed by addition of 7 µL of 0.025 M triethylamine-N-oxide
(Et3NO) solution. Fe(II) oxidation reaction was conducted for
15 min to fully convert iron atoms to Fe(III). The oxidation
step was repeated five times to obtain small sized ferritin (s-
ferritin) and 25 times for medium-sized ferritin (m-ferritin). The
obtained solutions were dialyzed for 24 h against deionized (DI)
water followed by centrifugation at ∼18 000g for 15 min. To
obtain dispersed iron oxide clusters, we incubated thoroughly
cleaned sapphire substrates in ferritin solutions at 4 °C for ∼10
h and rinsed with DI water. Then the substrates were transferred
to a high temperature furnace and calcinated for 5 min at 700
°C. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) images in Figure 1, panels
a and b, show that discreetly dispersed catalyst clusters can be
obtained from both s- and m-ferritin. From Figure 1, panels a
and b, we can further plot the diameter distributions as shown
in Figure 1, panels c and d. Clusters made from s-ferritin have
diameters of 1.9 ( 0.9 nm, and the clusters made from m-ferritin
have diameters of 2.9 ( 1.2 nm.

The size-controlled catalysts were used to grow aligned
carbon nanotube arrays following our previous publication.13

a-Plane sapphire substrates with miscut angle less than 0.5° were
chosen. The s-ferritin and m-ferritin catalysts were dispersed
onto the substrates as described above. After that, the sapphire
substrates were heated to 700 °C in hydrogen to reduce catalyst
clusters. Then the carbon nanotubes were grown at 900 °C with
10 sccm ethylene, 800 sccm hydrogen, and 2000 sccm methane
flow. AFM was used to characterize as-gown aligned nanotube
arrays after the growth and the statistics on nanotube diameter
and alignment angle distributions obtained for s-ferritin and
m-ferritin are shown in Figure 2, panels a and b, respectively.
The majority of nanotubes were aligned along sapphire (11j00)

direction. The s-ferritin catalyst yielded nanotubes with diameter
of 1.67 ( 0.48 nm, and m-ferritin catalyst yielded nanotubes
with diameter of 1.97 ( 0.83 nm. Considering a ∼23% decrease
in size of iron oxide particles during the hydrogen reduction
process, the diameters of as-grown nanotubes are consistent with
the sizes of catalyst clusters. The characterization above verifies
that we can control the diameter of nanotubes via synthesizing
ferritin of various number of iron atoms and, hence, study the
relation between the diameter and the alignment of nanotubes
on a-plane sapphire.

A visual comparison between panels a and b in Figure 2 gives
the impression that nanotubes with larger diameters are more
likely to be misaligned. More thorough investigation on diameter
dependence of alignment based on statistics shows that 93.1%
nanotubes from s-ferritin are aligned along (11j00) direction
within ( 5° error, but only 78.0% nanotubes from m-ferritin
are aligned. Furthermore, Figure 2, panels e and f, show the
alignment angle distributions of nanotubes from both s-ferritin
and m-ferritin. In addition to the majority aligned nanotubes, a
surprising observation was that many misaligned nanotubes had
a preferred orientation ∼(60°, which will be explained later
in the paper. The histograms suggest that the alignment depends
on the diameters of nanotubes, and those nanotubes with smaller
diameters are more likely to be aligned. Further in-depth analysis
was performed by separately plotting the diameter distributions
of aligned and misaligned nanotubes produced using m-ferritin,
as shown in Figure 3, panels a and b, respectively. The statistical
results reveal that the average diameter of aligned nanotubes is
1.58 ( 0.56 nm, and the average diameter of misaligned
nanotubes is 2.59 ( 0.94 nm, which directly verifies that the
nanotubes of larger diameters are more likely to be misaligned
than the smaller ones.

Before we go to the surface cryptography of a-plane sapphire
and explain the diameter dependence of the nanotubes alignment
with numerical simulations, we want to emphasize the fact that

Figure 1. AFM images of (a) small size ferritin catalyst and (b) medium size ferritin catalyst clusters and their diameter distributions (c) and (d),
respectively. The scale bars in both AFM images correspond to 250 nm and the solid lines in (c) and (d) are Gaussian fits to the distribution
histograms.
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in our case the nanotubes grow in close proximity with the
a-plane sapphire surface. Figure 4 shows that growth of some
nanotubes was stopped by an existing nanotube, as seen in the
highlighted red circle areas. This observation strongly suggests
that nanotube-surface interaction determines the alignment of
nanotubes. The results in Figure 4 also suggest a base growth
mechanism for our aligned nanotubes on a-plane sapphire, as
the catalyst particles seem to be on the opposite end of nanotubes
away from termination point. However, we cannot rule out

possibility of tip growth or combination of both mechanisms,
as it may occur at a low probability.

The crystalline structure of the substrate plays a major role
in the alignment during CVD process. The simulations are based
on a-plane sapphire with rhombohedral/hexagonal crystal
structure. The atomic arrangement of the topmost aluminum
layer and two topmost oxygen layers is shown in Figure 5a, in
which red spheres represent oxygen atoms and gray spheres
represent aluminum atoms. Since normally oxygen layers

Figure 2. (a and b) AFM images of carbon nanotubes grown from small and medium size ferritin catalysts, respectively. The scale bars in both
images represent 1 µm. (c and d) Histograms of diameter distributions of the nanotubes grown from small and medium size catalysts. (e and f)
Histograms of orientation distributions of the nanotubes grown from small and medium size catalysts.

Figure 3. Histograms showing the diameter distribution of (a) aligned carbon nanotubes and (b) unaligned carbon nanotubes.
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terminate the substrate surface, we chose an oxygen layer to be
the topmost as shown in Figure 5 (a). We should mention that
oxygen atoms in the same layer do not have the same height.
In Figure 5 (a), the red blank atoms without label and the atoms
labeled with “4” are in the same layer and the atoms labeled
with “3” and “0” are in the other layer. However, blank atoms
and “3” atoms are located 0.19 Å above “4” and “0” atoms
respectively. For simplicity, we name the layer with blank and
“4” atoms as layer A and the rest oxygen atoms shown in Figure
5 (a) as layer B. The difference between these two layers is
that “4” atoms form trenches in layer A while “3” atoms form
mountains in layer B.

To theoretically investigate the mechanism of the alignment
of nanotube arrays on the crystalline surface, we need to consider
the interactions between nanotubes and substrates. The sidewalls

of nanotubes are free of dangling bonds because each carbon
atoms in carbon nanotubes has sp2 hybridization and all of the
electrons in the outmost shell are used to form bonds with
neighboring carbon atoms. The van der Waals force dominates
the interaction between nanotubes and substrates. Such interac-
tion can be formulated by the Lennard-Jones potential.20-22 The
surface potential of a single carbon atom on a sapphire substrate
would be:

U(rF) ) ∑
i

4εCO[( σCO

|rF - rFi|)
12

- ( σCO

|rF - rFi|)
6] +

∑
j

4εCAl[( σCAl

|rF - rFj|)
12

- ( σCAl

|rF - rFj|)
6]

where rF is the position of carbon atom, rFi represents the
positions of oxygen atoms, rFj represents the positions of
aluminum atoms, and εCO, σCO, εCAl, and σCal are the Lennard-
Jones potential parameters for C-O and C-Al interactions
respectively. Figure 5b shows a two-dimensional plot corre-
sponding to the surface potential of a carbon atom 0.2 nm above
a-plane sapphire surface, which is approximately the distance
between nanotube and substrate surface in an equilibrium
position. It is plotted within a 1 nm × 1 nm area that corresponds
to the blue bordered area in Figure 5a. From Figure 5b, we can
see that the long red valleys would give a one-dimensional
nanotube lower surface energy when the nanotube sits in one
of the valleys. Also, we notice that there is a shallower valley
aligned at about 60° with respect to the vertical axis, corre-
sponding to “4” atoms. We will demonstrate that this can be
related to one of the main energy dips in Figure 5 (c). So far,
the reason of alignment of carbon nanotubes on a-plane sapphire
substrates can be qualitatively explained as nanotubes grow

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram illustrating the topmost layer of oxygen atoms and aluminum atoms in a sapphire substrate. Red spheres represent
oxygen atoms, and gray spheres represent aluminum atoms. In the topmost oxygen layer, the oxygen atoms have different z values. The largest
spheres without any label represent the highest group of oxygen atoms. Atoms labeled as “4” are 0.19 Å below the highest oxygen atoms in the
z direction. Atoms labeled as “3” are 0.73 Å below the highest oxygen atoms. Atoms labeled as “0” are 0.92 Å below the highest oxgen atoms.
The blue box of 1 nm × 1 nm size shows the area within which the surface potential shown in (b) was calculated. (b) Calculated surface potential.
Surface area is 1 nm × 1 nm. (c) and (d) Calculated interaction energy vs the nanotube orientation for a nanotube of 1.38 nm in diameter (c) and
a nanotube of 2.75 nm in diameter (d) on a-plane sapphire, respectively.

Figure 4. AFM image showing the nanotubes grown on the substrate
surface. The red ellipses highlight the area where the growth of some
nanotubes stopped when they intersected other nanotubes on the surface
plane. The scale bar in the image represents 1 µm.
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along substrate surface following a direction that gives the
lowest surface energy. Furthermore, it is easy to realize that
the 1-D carbon nanotubes with smaller diameters would take
advantage to be aligned. Indeed, if we consider an extreme
condition in which a graphene layer sits on top of a-plane
sapphire substrate, there will be no alignment because graphene
has 6-fold symmetry and is rather isotropic.

Quantitatively, one can calculate the surface energy of a
carbon nanotube on a-plane sapphire by using the equation:

U ) ∑
k

U(rFk)

where rF k represents the positions of carbon atoms in a carbon
nanotube. If a nanotube is treated as a rigid and straight object
and parallel to a-plane, we can find the interaction energy
between a nanotube and sapphire substrate at their equilibrium
position as a function of nanotube orientation. Panels c and d
of Figure 5 show the plots of interaction energy vs orientation
for a (10, 10) armchair nanotube, which is 1.38 nm in diameter,
and a (20, 20) armchair nanotube, which is 2.76 nm in diameter.
Comparison of panels c and d in Figure 5 reveals that the (10,
10) nanotube has a dip of about 1.0 mV/atom at 0°, which is
much deeper than ∼ 0.2 mV/atom for the (20, 20) nanotube.
This means the restrain that aligns nanotubes along that direction
is much stronger for small diameter nanotubes than for large
diameter nanotubes. This explains why there is better alignment
of nanotubes with small diameters than of nanotubes with large
diameters. We also note that there is another dip at ∼60°, which
is not as sharp as the dip at 0°. This dip corresponds to the
valley formed by the “4” atoms in Figure 5a, and can explain
the observed angular distribution of misaligned nanotubes at
∼60° in Figure 2, panels e and f. The reason for small
percentage of nanotubes aligned in this direction is that the
restrain at the dip is much weaker since it is much wider
compared to the dip at 0°.

In conclusion, we have carried out in-depth study of aligned
carbon nanotube growth on a-plane sapphire. We observed that
nanotubes of smaller diameter had higher degree of alignment
along (11j00) direction of sapphire and many misaligned
nanotubes had a preferred orientation at ∼60° angle relative to
the alignment direction. Furthermore, we developed a numerical
simulation method that explained the diameter dependence of
the alignment as due to stronger anisotropic van der Waals
interaction of smaller diameter nanotubes with crystalline
a-plane sapphire surface. This simulation method can be used

as a tool to search for other crystalline materials which may
provide aligned growth of carbon nanotubes.
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